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INSIDE

DZeta's planned slave auction'
proves sexist, see: editorial, page 6.
DA look at the area's weekend
Halloween parties, see A.tN ., page 13
DMen's and Women's basketball
gears up for the coming season, see
Sportsweek, page 13
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Questions
surround SOC
charter

'Minimum .C~AST

scores suggested
by Rick Brunson

university by the fall of 1982.
Future news
According to Barnes, UCF
A UCF committee has pro- students generally exceed the
posed minimum passing proposed scores when they
scores for the College Level . take the CLAST. She said
Academic Skills Test in a that when the test was given
report to state education of- last March, the average scores
ficials.
were 314 for reading, 313 for
The 20-member committee, writing, 314 for mathematics,
chaired • by
Dr.
Beth and 5.12 for the essay. "UCF
Barnes, assistant dean of students do very well on the
undergraduate studies, test," Barnes said.
recommended that passing
Currently, the CLAST test
scores for the four-part test has been used to help
be 291 for reading, 279 for students identify their weak
writing, 291 for mathematics 'a reas in basic skills. However,
and 4 for essay.
when the test is administered
The report was prepared this next fall, students will have to
month and will be presented pass the test to qualify for an
to a state-level CLAST stan- associate of arts degree or to
dards panel who will deter- be admitted into a university
mine a final passing score for as a junior.
the test.
The next CLAST . will be
The test measures basic given March 10. Students
competencies in reading, must register by Feb 10.
writing and math and is manThe UCF committee, made
datory for all applicants for up of community represenan associate of arts degree, tatives faculty members and
sophomores who have com;. students, met four times this ~ign
tim~s
pleted 55 credit hours, and m_o nth to consider the purWith Halloween three days·away the annual tradition of pumany student who was not a
pkin selling got under way this week. This patch located on
junior in a Florida state
CLAST, page 5 Semoran Boulevard and Colonial Drive offers the orange
vegetables with prices starting at $1.

of the

FCC forces change in call box plans
by Cindi Milam
Future news

A plan to install call boxes
around the UCF campus has
been nixed by a Federal Communications Commission ruling.
The FCC has told UCF that
the university is not authoriz- ed to use a frequency that·
would be required to install
the call boxes on campus.

During the 15th Student
Senate,
approximately
$15,000 was allocated by the
senate for purchasing and installing five call boxes aroimd
the UCF campus. The call
boxes would have been used
by students to call the Student Escort Patrol Service.
According to UCF Chief of
Police Ron Seacrist, the frequency needed is restricted to
use on interstate highways.

Sen. Luci Johnson, who
origil].ally introduced the· bill,
said it would take about a
year to get a waiver overriding the requirement.
The UCF police department
and student government,
working together, have come
up with a possible alternative
plan. According to Seacrist,
the best alternative would be
to install a free phone at the
information booth in front of

the A~~stration Building.
According to the plB:n, it
would be well-lit and a map
would be on display numbering the parking lots. Students
arriving on campus and in
need of an escort could call
SEPS, and an escort would
meet them at the parking lot
'\l{here they are planning to
park.
. Phones, page 4

by Cindi Milam
Future news

Student body 'President
Mark Geary has ordered an
investigation into apparent
dicrepancies between the
grade point average requirements fo.r student
government officers at the
South Orlando area campus
and the main campus.The investigation will
determine whether or not the
SOC representative to the
main campus student senate,
Sen. Rob Rotter, should lose
his· seat. ·
.
.
Geary has asked the stu- ·
dent government attorney
general and lay adviser to investigate how the Sou th
Orlando Campus student
government charter relates to
the main campus statutes and
constitution. "To the best we
can ascertain, the charter required that to be a chairman,
vice chairman, or representative from South Orlando,
one must maintain a
cumulative GPA of 2.5,"
Geary said.
Richard Stocking, attorney
general, says that copies of the
original charter have a GPA
requirement of 2.0. Stocking
added that there may have
been an "error, but the people
voted on that charter: They
ratified it as it stood." SG
funding to the South Orlando
Campus is. being tied up until
the problem is decided on,
Stocking said.
Lay Adviser A.L. Ferguson
said he will "review the
charter and make recommenCharter, page 4

German space·leader discusses,role
kby Carey Jasa
Future news

Pam Glmson/future

Even though Germany may
be regarded as a small country next to the superpowers-,
Dr. Hermann A. Strub, head of
aerospace research and technology, is doing everything he .
can to see that his country
joins in the space community.
Strub spoke Wednesday on
the progress and the future of
Oermany's space program,
paying special attention to
cooperation with America-·
and other countries.
Strub said German scientists were. the pioneers in the
space field until after World
War_II when many German
s~ientists left for America
and Russia. However; Ger. many is on a comeback.
In 1964, according to Strub,

Ge:i;many and America began
to cooperate in joint space
projects. The first of these
projects was sounding rocket
launchings at White Sands.
He said a second project
was the Helios sun probe,
launched. in Dec. 197 4.
Without the cooperation from
tP,e National Aer_onau~ics and
Space Agency, the ·probe
would not have beeri Iaunched
at that. time because . Germany did net have. launching
f~cilities.

Strub said that promptio~
of . fundameJt.tal · research ·is
one of the obj.ectives of Germany 's space activities.
Under this objective, the
traditional Genlian policy of
supporting free science would
continue. Also, Strub would
like to see a guarantee of long

term efficiency .of the country' s economics.
Another objective would be
the strengthening of G~rman
industrial competitiveness.
For example, private broadcasts were not possible before
satellites. Now that they are
available, industrial competition for broadcasting has increased.
Strub said that another objective would b_e to foster interna tional cooper a ti on ·within Europe and with
America.
The EU!opeaµ Space Agency is an example of cooperation within Europe. There are
11 countrfes in this
multilateral organiz~tion in·
eluding France, Britain, Italy,
Space, page 5

•
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Friday's briefing
, Workshop to help poor listeners
A UCF workshop designed to aid people with poor listening
skills will be held Nov. 2 at the Altamonte Inn ·and Racquet
Club at 1-4 and SR 436. The workshop, titled "More Than
Meets the Ear," is being offered through the UCF College of
Extended Studies in cooperation with B/J Associates. For ad·
ditional information contact the UCF College of Extended
Studies at 275-2123.

UCF Community Sy~phony ~pen~
The UCF Community Symphony's first concert of the
season will be the Halloween Pops, Oct. 30 at -4 p.m. in the
UCF Student Center Auditorium. Admission is free to those
who attend in costume; 'others will be asked for a $3 donation.
The concert will spotlight members of the Gainesville Suzuki
Players.
---

Politi cal science internships offered
Applications for spring 1984 political science internships ar~
now being accepted. Internships are available with various
agencies, private law firms and in the government. Application
forms are available from the Political Science Department
HFA. 426, or from Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese at 275-2088.

Closed
The fourth and fifth floors of the UCF library will remain closed unµIO,ct. 31.

Computer workshop to be held
A free workshop on the uses of microcomputers in education

will. be held Oct. 28·29 at the UCF College of Edtlcation.

Campus close-Qp ·

Representatives of four major computer manufacturers will
demonstrate hardware and software. For more information on
the workshop, call the UCF Learning Resource Center at
275-2791.

nounced a personal campaign was the first in a year. Dozens
against adult magazines in of students once "O'Connnellthe campus bookstore and . ed," endangering themselves
X·rated .movie showings by a and poking holes in the instudent film society. The flated Teflon roof.
American
Civil Liberties
The Sunshine State Writers' Conference, developed by UCF
Ullion
has
already
promised
as a means for authors to exchange ideas, will be held Nov. 3 - 6
to
fight
any
censorship
effort,
Concerts
Too
Expenat the Langford Hotel. The conference will be directed by UCF
and
a
group
of
students
launsive-After
losing
$60,000
on
professor Wyatt C. Wyatt. For information on registration call
ched
a
recall
petition
against
an
outdoor
spring
concert,
the
the UCF College of Extended Studies at 275-2123.
University of North Carolina El-Swaify. The students say
student government has his conservative religious
decided to get out of the con- views aren't representative of
The UCF Water-Ski Club and Team will be hosting an Inter- cert business. Large outdoor the campus.
collegiate Tournament Oct. 29-30. Eleven colleges will be com- events are too expensive and
Gay Scholarship-The
peting in the slalom,- trick and jumping events, which will be financially risky says SG ·
University of Florida became
held at Lake Whippoorwill Resort.
Students Stop "O'Connell- the third school to reject a
leadership. Last spring's
ing"-Security
meas·ures scholarship for gay medical
failure is a good example: A
students.
Dr.
Robert
have
curtailed
3,000-signature petition camRagland,
a
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
"O'Connelling"bouncing
up
The Jewish Community Center of Maitland is offering a trip paign signalled certain stu· and down on the Teflon roof ·psychiatrist who wants to
on a one day cruise from Port Canaveral. The Sea· Escape dent support, but rain on con- of the U Diversity of Florida's establish the fund, was aiso
Adventure is planned for Nov. 1, at a cost of $57.50 for J.C.C. cert day kept the crowd down O'Connell Center. Since turned down at Stanford and
members, $65.00 for non-members. For information or reserva- to 4,000:
higher baffles- wall-like Duke universities. Qualifications, call 645-5933.
structures- and more exten- tions for Ragland' s scholarCampus Cleanup-A cam- sive grating were installed to ship include publicly declarpaign against pornography make climbing O'Connell ing homosexuality. In rejeclanded the Univel'sity of harder, few students · have ting Ragland.' s offer, UF
Hawaii student government made the effort. An Aug. 16 President Robert Marston
UCF music faculty member president; and Carey Jasa, president in some hot water. incident in which. two suggested Ragland donate his
John C~ Whitney won second secretary /treasurer.
The Ayman El-Swaify, student students were apprehended money to provide counseling
place in the· Great American society meets the second Wed- body president, recently an- trying to climb O'Connell, for gay students.
Jazz Competition held Oct. nesday· of every month and
14-15. Whitney is the director membership is open to all jourThe final examination schedule for fall semester 1983 is listed below.
of the Jazz Lab and conductor nalism and RTV majors.
CLASSES WHICH FIRST
FINAL EXAMINATION PERIOD
of the Community Symphony
MEET DURING THE WEEK
Orchestra at UCF.
UCF student senators
9 a.m. Tuesday
8 a.m. Monday 8-9:50 a.m. Monday, Dec. 12
8·9:50 a.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
Susan Arline and Teri
8·9:50
a.m.
Wednesday,
Dec.
12
10
a.m.
Tuesday
9 a.m. Monday
10-11:50 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
Louis Roney of Winter Phillips have been chosen
a.m.
Tuesday
11
10 a.m. Monday 10·11:50 a.m. Monday, Dec. 12
10-11:50 a.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
Park, has been appointed to "Senators of the Week" by
the position of associate pro- members of the senate. The
11 a.m. Monday 10·11:50 a.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14
noon Tuesday
12·1:50 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
fessor of music at UCF . .award is given weekly to a
noon Monday
12-1:50 p.m. Mo~day. Dec. 12
1 p.m. Tuesday
2·3:50 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
Roney was also awarded the senator who has shown
1 p.m. Monday 2·3:50 p.m. Monday, Dec. 12
2 p.m. Tuesday
2·3:50 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
title of ''Artist-in-Residence'' dedication and diligence
at the university. His singing beyond that of his peers.
3 p.m. Tuesday
2 p.m. Monday 2-3:50 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14
4-5:50 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
career covers 35 years with
4 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Monday 4-5:50 p.m. Monday, Dec. 12
4-5:50 p.m. Thursday; Dec. 15
more than 2,000 perforPeople in the news is a col5 p.m. Tuesday
4 p.m. Monday 4-5:50 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14
mances in eight countries.
6-7:50 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
umn devoted to the recogni- . 5 p.m. Monday 6-7:50 p.m. Monday, Dec. 12
'6 p.m. Tuesday
8-9:50 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
tion
of awards and
7 p.m. Tuesday
6 p.m. Monday 8-9:50 p.m. Monday, Dec. 12
. Sigma Delta Chi, the society ac;hievements by UCF's
8-9:50 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
of professional journalists students, staff and faculty.
7 p.m. Monday 8-9:50 p.m. Monday, Dec. 12
8 p.m. Tuesday
8-9:50 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
recently elected officers for the - Contributions should be
8 p.m. Monday 8-9:50 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14
o p.m.. Wednesday 6-7:50 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 14
1983-84 academic year. Julie typed, double-spaced on a
6(.}spaced
line
and
submitted
Norris was elected President,
6 p.m. Thursday
8 a.m. Tuesday 8·9:50 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 13
6-7:50 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 15
Roger
Simmons,
vice one week before publication.

UCF slates writers' conference

Water-Ski Club to host tournament

•••

Sea Escape adventure planned

• ••

People in the news

•••

•••

•••

•••
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Senate Notebook

Senate _approves rules and procedures bill, again
by Cindi Milam
Future news

The Rules and Procedures
bill that was vetoed by Vice
President of Student Affairs
Dr. LeVester Tubbs was
amended and passed by the
senate Oct. 25.
The bill, which was ruled
unconstitutional by the
Judicial Council, . was amended twice. The responsibility of
writing the legislative report
an advertisement which lists
ssenate action, was taken
from the Public Relations
Committee and given to the
senate pro tempore. The other·
amendment allows bills to re-·
main in committee but requires appointments by the
student body president to be
brought to i the floor of the
senate from a committee
within two weeks.
The section that was ruled
unconstitutional by the
Judicial Counc,il, which allowed the student body vice
president to appoint his own
advisers was taken out of the
rules and procedures bill
and introduced as a sparate
constitutional amendment.
Some questions sun:ound
the constitutional amendment giving the vice president power to appoint his own
staff. The .bill was vetoed by

Student Body P r esident
Mark Geary, but his veto may
not be valid.
Attorney General Richard
Stocking stated Tuesday that
the student government
president does not have the
power to veto a constitutional
amendment. The Judicial
Council will decide, as soon as
possible, if Stocking's opinion
is valid.
The senate tried unsuccessfully to override Geary's
veto twice Tuesday. To override the veto, a two-thirds
vote would have · been required. According to Vice
· President of Student Government Stan Halbert, the second attempt missed by only
one vote.

and the vice president of Stu- typewriters, saying cheaper
'dent Affairs nine days instead ones would be just as good.
Sen. Michael Wittenstein
of 10 to take action on legislacommented, "I don't think
tion.
four typewriters are worth
According to Sen. Stuart $4000." The typewriters will
James, this will allow quicker be used in the student center
action to be taken on legisl~ typing room and by the
tion if it is vetoed.
senators.

In other senate action:
A bill was passed allocating
$4,500 for the purchase of
four typewriters a'n d
typewriting supplies. Several
senators were opposed to buying the $1,000-a-piece IBM

· The senators also agreed on
the salaries of the fall 1983
elections commision. The
chief elections co!lllnissioner
will be paid $250, the assistant chief commissioner will
make $200 and the three re-·
maining commissioners will

be paid $175 each, for a total
of $975.
The senate has allocated
$224 for lighting of the outside study pavillion at night.
The administration has
agreed to contribute $799 to
the project.
. Mark Garstka was approved by the senate as the
Activitie_s and Service Fee
Committee student at-large.
Garstka was appointed by
President Geary after . the
senate denied approval of Jim
Keefner.

If it is ruled that the president cannot veto a constitutional am.endment, the
legislation giving the vice
president power to appoint
his own staff will be considered valid. After that, according to Halbert, the
amendments will be voted on
by the student body in a
special referendum later in
the year.
·

The senate also passed
another
constitutional
amendment that would give
the student body president

Knox .ousted from .
committee chair

Progress

Pam GlmsonlFuture

dance book was tampered
with. Knox said those . The land behind the temporary parking lot on the east side of campus is being cleared to make
changes, which he later cor- way for a new 570 car parking lot. The current lot is the site for the new Center for EDgineering
The Student Senate's rected, were directly related and Business Administration Building, slated to begin D.ec. 1.
Legislative and Judicial to meetings regarding the imReview committee voted out peachment investigation of
acting chairman, sen. Monty Student body President Mark
WASHINGTON, D.C. discrepency," Snyder says, many women are newcomers
Knox Oct. 20, choosing Sen. Geary this summer. Accor(CPS):.__The
average male "could be the salary dif- to higher education and may
Rob Rotter to lead the com- ding to him, a Senator's name
last year ferences among different teach. in lower-paying fields,
faculty
member
mittee.
in the roll was deleted which
Knox, who was elected would have given that made over $5000 more than fields of study. More men, for "the report is proof that the
chairman of the committee. Senator over 3 unexcused his female ·colleague, and con- example, teach in engineering progess women made in the
Last year, was appointed ac- absences, enough to force the tinued to get higher raises and computer science fields, seventies is still far from
ting chairman by Vice Presi- resignation of that Senator, than her, a new study by the which usually have higher finished, " Touchton says.
dent Stan halbert until elec- according to SG statutes National Center for Educa- pay scales than other fields.
Male faculty members also
tions could be held for a per- Knox said, · the senator was tion Statistics (NCES) says.
Furthermore, "the proof: is
and
The
gap
between
men's
got
higher raises last only the first step. Based on
manent chairman.
-going to vote against impeaching Geary. Knox did not women's faculty .salaries has . year-seven percen.t -com- this information, institutions
widened steadily since a pared to 6. 7 · percent for need to look at themselves
According to Knox, several reveal the senator's name.
1977-78 low of $3500. Last w~men. Men out-earned - and see that men and women
committee members apyear
it reached $537 4, the women at every academic with comparable years of serproached him after he was
Commenting on the election
level, the study shows.
voted out giving reasons why of Rotteras chairman, Knox NCES reports.
·v ice are getting paid
"Much of the overall difthey did not re-elect him as ·said, "I am very sorry that a
Overall, male teachers earn- equally."
chairman. Knox said the person who wa impeached a ference (i~ men's and ed an average $28,394 in.
reasons "incll:J.ded not keeping year and a half ago a:nd miss- women's· salaries) is due to 1982-83, compared to $23,020
The NCES report, which
an official roll and not posting ed conviction by one vote was women being at the lower · for women. The salary dif- surveyed 2748 public and
information on a committee put in charge of the constitu- level positions on their facul- ference between men and private schools nationwide,
meeting.
tion and statutes of the stu- ty," says Tom Snyder, an women varied from $1100 for also found . that faculty
beginning instructors to near- salaries overall increased 6.9
dent
government at UCF." NCES analyst.
.
.
Indeed, the report shows ly $4000 for professors.
percent last year, compared
Knox said that then LJR Rotter faced charges in April
vice chairman Rotter was 1982 which included: failing there were 76,508 male proto a 9.2 percent increase for
''The growing gap (between 1981-82.
'
supposed to post the commit- to hold any student govern- fessors last year, compared to
tee's meeting time, but Knox · ment' associa ~ion meetings on only 9654 female profs. At the men's and women's salaries)
Faculty salaries at public
says it was never posted. the South Orlando campus instructor level, ·however, clearly shows that there is
from
Knox also said that he did while h~ was SGA Chairman; 11,735 were women, while still a lot of discrimination schools-ranging
against women in education,'' $18,002 for _instructors to
keep an official roll of the taking an unauthorized trip 10,527 were men.
senate, part of his duties as to Tallahassee; and failing to
Snyder believes the sal~y says Judy Touchton, $35,160 for full proLJR chairman, but stored the follow proper SG budgeting gender gap will- narrow as associate director for the fessors-continued to lead
roll in a safe in Orlando. Ac- procedures in the purchase of more women work their way American Council on Educa- private schools, where incording to Knox, he stored a camera for the area campus. up the ladder and achieve tion's Office of Women in structors earned an average
Higher Education.
$16,626 and professors 'were
more seniority.
the roll in t he safe because he
Knox,page5
believed a previous attenEven consider ing that paid an average 35,040.
''Another reason for the
by Cindi Milam
Future news

Females earn less as professors

Page4_
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AUTO WORRIES?
Mitten's Auto
&
Service

Lamar's Towing
and Mitten's Auto Body .

139 North Central Ave.
Oveido 365-7835

201 W. Mitchell Harnack Rd.
Oviedo 365-7418
(2.4 hour number)

•Complete auto and
light truck repairs

•Complete 24 hr. towing
and road service

Just a ~ew minutes from campus
Pam Glmson/Fulure

Horsing around
Two riders blaze a trail in the grassy strip along side of University Boulevard earlier this week.

Charter------------------- from page 1
dations to Geary as to what
are the requirements of being
a representative to South
Orlando.''
Geary has stated that he is
referring the case to the
Judicial Concil for review and
a decision.
If the 2.5 GPA requirement
is found valid, Rotter, may
not meet it, according to
several sources. Rotter, who
was elected chairman of the
senate's Legislative and
J udical Review committee
this week, refused to reveal
his GPA citing that the infor-

answered, ''Absolutely not.''
mation was confidential.
Rotter stated that the copy He added that charges were
of the charter he saw the ''not being brought up
night it was voted on had a against Rob Rotter. I'm re2.0 GPA requirment. He has questing this to answer quessince been shown a copy with tions relating the charter to
a 2.5 GPA requirement, the Student Government
which he said he. feels is un- Constitution."
constitutional. "I would say
"He (Geary) should not tie
that the idea of a personal
vendetta is possible,'' Rotter himself down with petty internal squabbling, but rather
stated.
serve the students as he was
When questioned if the elected to do by promoting
reasons for pursuing the projects like more typeWriters
discrepancy were personal and a larger typing room,"
feelings against Rotter Geary Rotter said.

Phon~-------------------fi~~p1
Johnson said, "The
emergency call boxes would
have been nice," but the alternative plan, with one phone,
would be sufficient.
The major problems with
the telephone will be its
susceptibility to vandalism
and inconvenience, since only

one phone will be installed, according to Seacrist. He also
said that if the telephone is
used enough, more telephones.
could be in~talled later at defferent locations around campus. The cost of the telephone
is being investigated now,
but, according to Seacrist, it

will be considerably cheaper
than the emergency call
boxes.
"I think it is bad when
bureaucracy stops something
like this," Johnson said, "but
-we need something now, not a
year from now."
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Space-----------------frompage1
Ireland and Denmark. Three
other countries, Canada, Norway and Austria, work with
the E SA but are not
members.
Cooperation with America
is the bilateral part of the in·
ternational cooperation objec·
tive. Germany's national proj ects are worked on with the
United States.
Strub has not only set up a
list of objectives, but he has
listed projects and programs
for the future of Germany.
Strub said that ''first of its
knid missions" is one future
plan even though few
possibilities exist for German
scientists because America is
more technologically advanced and is eliminating existing
possibilities.
Another plan is the
establishment of global tasks
such as United Nations'
global · observation systems
and peacekeeping systems.
One plan that Strub encoilraged is commercializa·
tion. Strub encouraged is
commercialization. Strub said
that he would like to see German industry slowly move
toward commercialization
like American industry and
the .space shuttle. ··
· Strub discussed the
possibility of a space station.
The station. named Columbus
after the explorer, is tentative
planned for completion in
1992. Strub is confidant that
the goal will be reached. The

station will be a facility for require launches.
research and application.
However, Strub also enStrub said that it is easier courages international
for Germany to work with cooperation to better science
other countries than to at- · ·research. Cooperation would
tempt some projects on their benefit all countries, not just
own. One .example is working one or two.
with America on projects that

.

Full . . .• . . .

Walk~IllS Wekc?mt1 .

. 10509.E. Colonial Dr.
(Wian Di"'~ Center)
'Jf~!<_>N ~;4-RK
·

$5.000FF

)CLG:-:PIZZA.
· WITH 4 ITEMS_·
.FREEUTER_
OERC_COI.:A
273~5010 .
CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

-

Downtown Oviedo

ffWys•.4J9 & 426
Hours mon.·Sat.
7am·9pm
NEW STORE HOURSSU~DAY 7am • 8:3,0pm
USDA Food Stamp
Coupo11s Welcome .

Cll:olshrMuffftlde,,.,..

IUNNERS
LI-I PlATU
l7•9S / 2 for ~:~J.95

:.~ M'.~ .

-

....

Fast delivery, pricl1 AClud~s 1 1.00 p~siage

Quantity Rights Reserved

li~fl.iaj"Klri:s

P.O. aox 854, Maitland. FL 32751 ,

CLAST--·from page 1
pose of the CLAST, analyze
statewide score ·data and to
hear public reacti~n to the
test.
The co~ttee also recommended funding for a _
statewide developmental program to place and advise
freshmen students and to
place those students who are
lacking basic skills in appropriate classes.

Knox ---frompage3
Impeachment charges were
brought against Rotter by
Student President George
Chandler. For the 22 senators
present on the day impeach·
ment was voted on, twothirds equalled 15. The final
tally on impeachment was 14
to 8.
Rotter said that as chairman he plans to str~ss attendance. Knox told the senate
Tuesday he was not informed
of an LJR Committee
meeting held by Rotter and
asked th~ Senate's Executive
Committee in investigate.
Why he was not injormed.
Knox originally wanted the .
Executive Committee to
declare the meeting invalid,
but later agreed to having his
absence excused but leaving
the meeting valid. Student
body Vice President Stan
Halbert stated that an attempt was made to post the
meeting.

. 'eci$iOA Style Ctat'$8.0.0'
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. e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS fAST AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
. mats, frames.
·•professional print display preparation: mounting,
textur~l~~nd. spraying.
.
.
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A. Creig '~ooney' speaks his mind

Honor's price
The twin horrors that shattered the predawil silence in
Beirut last week have left the emotions of the free world:
principally the American and French societies, reeling.
Such disgusting ·and cowardly acts could only be ra·
tionalized by the smallest and cruelest of mentalities. We
must now decide if we should allow these stunted mentalities to determine the course of American foreign
policy in the Middle East.
The obvious answer is that we should not.
Despite the terrorist attacks last weekend, it should be
noted that the American, French, British and Italian
presence in Lebanon has had a stabilizfog effect on the
region. The bombings last Sunday were the murderous
acts of an extremist group of Islamic fanatics with support, it appears, from groups outside of Lebanon. The ma·
jority of Lebanese, on the other hand, welcome the
presence of the international force. Evidence of this support was witnessed Sunday when members of the Shiite ·
Moslem and Christian Phalange factions put aside their
differences to ·help in the search for survivors at both the
American and French headquarters.
Th~ international force has provided the government of
Amin Gemayel the opportunity to form an army that consists of both Ghristian and Moslem forces, it has provided
Mr. Gemayel the time to coax the fringe factions, like the
Druse Moslems, to the peace table and it has provided the
people of Lebanon at least a degree of safety. Th4;l
peacekeeping forces in Lebanon, therefore, should remain-with a few changes in procedure to ensure their
safety.
The air and naval support needs to be beefed up and the
regions these brave men protect should be expanded to
include a larger buffer area around their headquarters.
Patrols should be ·increased, even if it means a moderate
increase in the number of men assigned to the area, and
the Marines should be given the permission to return fire
when fired upon. Finally, and most importantly, the for·
tifications of all the nations' peacekeeping forces should
be improved. These aren't radical or hawkish sugges·
tions, rather they are simple common sense steps to
secure the safety of our forces.
Some term the aims of a "peacekeeping force" as
idealistic, but the reality of our presence in Lebanon has
little basis in idealism. It is cold, hard practicality that
dictates we protect the interests of the United States and
-our allies in the oil-rich Middle East. A stable, neutral
Lebanon is the key to maintaining the overall peace of the
region. The Israelis need the reassurance of a safe northern border, free from attacks by the PLO, and the
assurances. that the Israelis, Syrians and
Lebanese
Palestinians will stay out of their country. It is only
through the combined effort ·of the free ·world, including
the United States, that these objectives can be realized.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

need

The American, by nature, is optimistic. He is experiment.al, and inventor and a builder who builds best when called
upon to build greatly.

John F. Kennedy
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My colleagues at the Future
are already calling me "The
Andy Rooney of UCr.' '
Well... they they asked for it.
Do you ever wonder why
they are letting prisoners out
of jail early because of over·
crowding but are making kids
stay in school longer?
And how about those vending machines with candy
bars, potato chips and other
snacks that drop from the
ledges? Why do they put the
cookies and the potato
chips-the
breakable
stuff-on the top. when they
know its going to end up
crum_bs when it falls all the
way -down? They should put
the Snickers and other candy
bars on the top shelves. Those
things are practically indestructible.
And those commercials for
Gulf's "gas with guts."
They're terrible. They try to
m~e you believe that if you

don't buy their hi-octane gas,
you're going to get_ your
whole family. run over by a
semi.

ing you that your house r-eally
needs a new roof.

I try to be nice, but I gave
up when someone called inAs far as I know, no one has sisting that I need alµmfuum
ever died due to low-octane. siding, and I live in a mobile
Do yourself a favor, buy home!
cheaper gas and don't try to
Now I strike qack. When
race semis. You'll be much
someone calls and tells me
safer.
about what a great deal
How about porno movies? they're offering, asking if
If they're so harmful, I don't they ~an send a salesman by,
think our judges should be I tell them, ·" Sure." When he
watching them to. decide if gets to my house I'm either
they are obscene or not. Who not home or I tell them my
knows how it will affect roommate must have been
them? Keep the films on the pulling their leg.
streets where they belong.
Our judges have enough proIf enough· people did the
blems.
same and inconvenienced
these people to the point
These are really minor where it just wasn't practical
nuisances compared to the to sell things over the phone,
wor Id's
major
pro- the world would be a notch
blem-telephone solicitors. better.
·I'm sure everyone has had ex-'
If this Andy Rooney
periences like myself. You business doesn't stop now,
just get settled in for a good I'm going to write more of
nap and someone calls inform- these columns until it does.

Guest commentary

bxjulie norris
Good intentions aside, Zeta slave sale is sexist

What would Gloria Steinem assume for propriety's sake.
bother to find out that your
say if she knew UCF students
The project itself seems pledge class benefits from
were auctioning women off harmless enough, it is the im· your "subjection."
First im·
,
as slaves? Well, .Zeta Tau age of women in bondage, pressions are lasting.
Alpha is doing just that subject to the wishes of the
Now about the men who are
Wednesday on the Student highest male bidder, that is thinking of bidding for these
Center Green.
degrading. This is the 20th slaves. This is your chance,
I'm not a feminist but I was century,
enlightened, guys, to squelch all those kidoffended by ZT A's poster liberated America, right? So ding accusations of being sexadvertisement, illustrated why would college womei:i ist. · If you decide to parwith ball and chains, asking even want to cater to any ticipate, you deserve the
bidders to "Buy a Zeta."
male fantasies of having label of sexist, even if your
In all fairness, I might add wenches at their service?
prime motive is to get a homethat a Zeta sister told me that
Any pledge that par- cooked meal. If you want to
the purpose of the auction is ticipates in a slave auction, help the pledge class, give out
to raise money for the pledge whether or not their _pledge ?f · the generosity _of your
class. Last year, in fact, they trainer threatens them with hearts or support proraised $450, she said. This demerits, should not com- jects that don't have such
friendly- gfeek explained to plain of male chauvenist pigs negative connotations.
me that a service is decided or sexists. This Zeta pledge
by the pledge up for bidding project, in the way it is interLike I said, I'm not a
(not the bidder) and the terms preted at face value, promotes feminist, but...
of the slave's service is .an- the idea of male ~ority ov~
nounced ·before the pledge is women. And face ft, Zeta's,
Julie -Norris
is
the
auctioned off. Pledges fulfill most of the people who see
Future's
Managing
Editor.
their services in pairs, I your posters aren't going. to

·Letter Policy
...
Letters to the editor must b1:..
delivered tq the Future by 5 p.m. on
~he Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All lette~s are_su_l?j~~t to edi~ir:g. "
Some letters may be ·designated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the · writer. ALI submitted material
becon1es· the copyrighted property
of the Fu tu re newspaper.
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FORUM CONTINUED.
National On-Campus Report

.

·

C~mpus interest on ~p~g-'80s studen~s show '60s flare

ON-CAMPUS REPORT
Today's students aren't as
different from their counterparts of 1969-70 as you might
think.
A study at the University
of Maryland confirms the
widely held notion that
students of the 1980s are

morecareer-oriented and-conformist than those of 14 years
ago. But it· also reveals
greater interest in intellectual
pursuits and a steady interest
in campus activities. And it
shows there are fewer differences between men and
women.
The study, by the UM-

College Park Counseling practical work experience
Center, compared a random above all else.
sample survey of 1982-83
b) Academic: Places infreshmen with a similar study ·tellectual pursuits and inof 1969-70 freshmen. terest in ideas first.
Students in each group were
c) Collegiate: Highly involvasked to choose one of four ed in extracurricular acphilosophies:
tivities, attaches great impora) Vocational: In college to tance to social relationships;
prepare for a career, puts
d)N onconformist: Most
concerned with personal identity, generally critical of the
college, faculty and administration.
One-quarter of all students
chose
the
Collegiate
philosophy in 1969-70 and
again in 1982-83, say Marsha
Mason-Sowell and William E.
Sedlacek. That statistic and
the sharp decline in the
number of nonconformists
(from 19 percent to 8 percent)
are an indication that "tradi· tional" student services are
still needed. "Resources
should not be shifted to more
academic areas because of a
·lack of student need and interest," they say.
The study · does show the
need for some changes, and
these are already underway at
UM-CP. To deal with growing
career interest, the Counseling Center now offers more
vocational counseling groups,
and emphasizes vocational
counseling in staff training
and hiring of new staff.
About hruf of the orienta-

ti on program for new
freshmen now deals with
vocational questions; making
students aware of campus
resources. And the Career
Development Center is now
surveying recent gradua,tes
for their ideas on how campus
programs helped or didn't
help them achieve career
goals.
Perh~ps the most far- ·
reaching implications of the
study, say Sedlacek and
Mason-Sowell, are the
similarities between male and
female students. The entire
increase in vocational orientation of today's students is due
to the jump in female interest.
According to a 1982 UM
Counseling Center study, 42
percent of female freshmen
would prefer "male" jobs, yet
1983 statistics show ·. that
three-fourths are still accepting "female" jobs after
graduation. Female students
who enter college planning a
non-traditional career are
either being socialized to
traditional jobs while in college, are leaving college, or
are .taking what they can get
on graduation, says the UM
study. That leaves counselors
and advisers to decide
whether to encourage women
/
to pursue non-traditional
careers or to prepare them for
·the "real world._"

TALE OF THE TAPE
Height:
10.16 cm
·2A1 kilograms
Weight:
6.35 cm
Stride:
20.32 cm
Length:
Best Clocking:_ Broke the
3 min~te meter
(3/20f81)

THE WORLD FAMOUS

·COORS LIGHT RACING TUKI'LE
TAKES ON ALL COMERS
I

BRING YOUR OWN RACING TURTLE
_
AND TAKE ON SILVER BULLET!
Time, Place andDate to be·announced __
See your campus rep for entry form.
You can get your turtle at
PRIZES! Winning turtle and trainer
get picture in paper.

C 1982 Adolph Coors Co.. Golden, Colorado 60401
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Spanky

by Carl McKnight

Qu1r:r STut>v
ARfC.AS INStD£ ~
Student rate:
50 cents per line

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

LASS~IFIED
for rent

for sale

Free to good home 1yr old part German
part Lab dog, good with children & house
broken. Call 282-7465.

·oe, you need student housing? Call Sue at
LAKEFRONT home, close-In & rental units. 282-8126.
Secluded, convenlenl, good cash flow,
flexible owner financing. Call Bob (305) 7889360. Robert L. lies, REALiOR.
Furnished Apts. 2bdrm/2bth .2/3people $350;
4 people $375. Central Air/DishJon Boat & Trailer 14' 9% Evlnrude $500. Call washer/Laundry room. 3600 Khayyam Ave.. . EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
Jc::'mes at 365-3928 after 5pm.
273-0768.
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
If you don't buy your waterbed from NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRAN- and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
"University Waterbeds" you'll pay too CE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living rm. & Bea, 678-1386.
much! 8 pc. waterbed $148. Phone 275- kitchen, with all new appliances, quiet,
5442.
$425 plus deposit. lmmed. occupancy. Call 1yplng service available, 11 years ex~
25
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 27513" color TV $175 obo, Schwinn Cruizer $80. 365-66 ·
6257.
Call-Ron 275-3291 .
·
Apartment available Nov. 2bed/1bath.
Moving
sale:
Washer,dryer,dish- · AcrosstromucF. ea11 275-3439.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
washer,bkshelves,lounge chair,2 twin
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
beds.wicker locker, work bench.sofa, 2
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
dressers, one w/mirror,coffee table.iron
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing:
board,2 wooden stools.double bed, chest
UNIVERSITY VILLAS ..
All work prepared on Word Processors for
of drawers.swing set.night stand,iam·
Ful'l')!&tled
&
Unfurnished
·
_
S
2¥:S210
erro-r free neatness. We have IBM
ps,lamp table, hot cycle. Call 365-5720.
2 Pools, Tennis Courts,
Dlsplaywrlter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Like new-must sell! Queen-sz bed w/head.Dn-slte bus_s.vQ. to .UGF .~~oU:JLMoU .
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
board,mattr.ess,springs & frame. Also sheet
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
& pillows. All $85, 6mo.old. call 671-6355 o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . service - All are former or current UCF
677-4197.
students. One Day Service Available - 671-

1----_;...-------------4
typl•StS

Word processing typing-Student rates.
Term papers,thesis,special projects. Call
Carol: 295-8012 (Days), 1300 N. Pine Hills Rd.,
Orland.:>.
- ·

NEED HELP? Call me, JAN, for all typing
needs: letters, resumes, term papers, theses,
·etc. FORMER ENGLISH/SPANISH MAJOR.
·Many years experience in legal & administrative fields. STUDENT RATES, paper &
cover FREE. Call: 253-0678 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 7672281 weekends.
-

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Improve your
grades with my impressive originals and
editing assistance. You can depend on my
personal attention and expertise. Call
JUDY'S Business Service, 273-5298.

lost&found

273-5610

heJp wanted

Custom Furniture and accessories built to
your imagination (and budget). Call Mike
at 273-5932. 7am to 12pm. Computer Furniture, too!!

$$MONEY$$

Set of Speakers Altec Model 875A Santana.
Call 671-7942 after 6pm or wkends. $250 for
both.

Earn It with us
Temporary positions available In:

Surfboard CB 5'8" twin,channeied,ln great
condition . Also full wetsuit. Call Mike 2736291.

•DEMO/MARKETING• ~STENOS•
"TYPISTS" "WORD PROCESSORS"
•DICTAPHONE" •SECRETARIES"
•LABOR/WAREHOUSE• •RECEPTION•

Gray Persian cat 2yrs. $50. 1974. Audi
2dr,automatic,good cond.w/stereo. Must
sell $1,800. Childs (1/4 size) Suzuki violin
w/case,bow & stand.excellent cond. s20·0.
Call 6n-4500 after 7pm or see me Linda
Sadeeu, Rm 150adm bldg.

Work 1 day a week or longer.
Full pay every Fr.ay. Many
·bonuses and benefits. Excellent
pay. Call for an appointment.

For Sale- Room divider. 8' wide,6' tail. Solid
wood. Easily moved. Call Mike at 273-5932
to see.

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES
1221 N. Mills Ave.

Is it true· you can buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!·
Call (312)742-1142ext689.

NO FEE

896-~Q65

NO CONTRACT

HP67 scientific programable calculator.
1call Jane Green X-2598.i.
PHOTOGRAPHERS-The Future needs
reliable photographers to work in news, entertainment, and -sports. You need not be a
journalism major to qualify but must own
equipment and have B&W darkroom ex-'
....- - . . , - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... perience. Apply at the Future on Libra Dr.
Typewriter, Smith-Corona electric. Barely
used; like new Call 365-7035.

roommates·

Part-time delivery person. Must have van or

·1 screen reliable roommates, call Sue . at pick-up. Apply University Waterbed & Mati282:S126.

tress Co.11660 E. Colonial Dr.,275-5442.

Needed lmmediotelyl Female roommate
nice NEW 3bdrm house . Rent-Negot.
Garage,washer,big yard.nice neighborhood! Only 3 miles from UCF furnished.
Call 644-3502 for more info. Ask for Vicki
gooddeall

Help Wanted - Part or full time. Flexible
hours 3 miles from UCF. Cail 678-8403 before

Female roommate wanted for 3bdrm
$145/mo. & 1/3 utll. HBO, cable deposit
required. Call 678-1482.

Spm .

JOURNALISM STUDENTS AND WRITERS. Earn
valuable clips of your work without leaving
the UCF campus! Call Roger at 275-2601 for
more Information.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....

personal

3001.
Rates fuo high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Coll DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Looking for a job? A professionally typed
resume can make a difference, your
choice of white or ivory paper black,
brown.or blue ink. We can put a package
together to suite your needs .. Cal.I Pat at
Hard Copy Typing & Word Processing Service 2n-6930.

I am presently incarcerated in a Florida
prison and have no family or friends to
correspond with. I would greatly appreciate any letters from students interested
in corresponding' with me. I am 34,white,
and will answer all letters. Walter Scott
Grantham, 026974 F-310(334),P.O. Box
158,Lowell,FL. 32663.

.services

NEED A REPORT TYPED? My full service offers
accurate speedy and professional results
'ABORTION SERVIC.ES, birth control infer:
using state of the art word processing
equipment. 100% accuracy correction of .motion, pregnancy tests and counseling.:
spelling.grammar and punctuation. Term VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
papers,reports,resumes, etc. 3 miles from
Central Florida Women's
UCF pick up and delivery. Call Pat at Hard
Health Organization
Copy Typing & Word Processing Service
609 E. Colonial Drive .. Orlando
2n-6930.
898-0921

--- - - -

TYPING
Professional Quality-Low rates
Eves. & Wknds. Only
365-5989
RESUMES at low rates and edited FREEi Impressive originals. Awesome! Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.

--

ABORTION SERVICES, . FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth . Control
Center, Inc ., 1240 E. Hillcrest St., one block
south of Colonial off Miiis. "Available by
phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;or toll free 1800-432-8517.

Abby types- and edits fast and accurately.
Also Engish tutoring. Call 644-2392 .
Typing.Accurate.Fast & Reasonable . Minor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.·1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6874 after 6pm.

'

-

RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
Theses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

----

Ji(S,.~oc

Expert typing - Term papers,theses,reports,resumes,etc. IBM typewriter; good rates.
Call Teresa at 869-0684.

Earn extra Christmas money temporary
Available Now! Private.furnished rm w/all help needed for home cleaning service.
util. in lrg. 3-bdrm Mobile home on 1/2 acre. Must have car ana phone. call 671-7463
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Close to shop.cent. 10 mlns E. of UCF
Tuskawilla. Only $185/mo. call 671-6355.
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . , Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes designed and typed,
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1
Male roommate wanted. $120 plus util. One
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from
half mile from UCF. Call Robert at 282-2933.
NEED MONEY??? I will buy!!! Pre 1965 Sliver UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
Room for rent. Private entrance. Call 282- coins at 6 to 10 times face value. Call Biii available. Correction of grammar &
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
2440 2 miles from UCF.
anytime at 282-9622.
a week. Call 275-1709.

.w anted·.

Lost: Blue plastic folder with personal file
and photo negatives. Please turn into
Police Station or call 293-0550 and ask for
Ed.

r-

·1()1 . .

··

l,:;/rn'tc .

·· 1ria1Vicfoa1 Contidenttat Counseli~..
, Gynecologls1s
·sp~qker SeTvlc~

_
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Writers Conference
Featuring key-note speaker reknowned
Anierican Novelist Stephen Becker
"Becker...conveys tastes, smells, textures, with
uncanny intensity. He creates as atmosphere
of irony and ambiguity that recalls the best
work of B. Traven."
The New York Tmes Book Review

MenofUCF
Women, we have run an ad for the
last four weeks on your favorite subject
-MEN of UCF. Yes, now buy your
Men of UCF Calendar for only $4
before they arive. They make great
Christmas gifts, men do that is, so stock
up for the holidays.

" ...like Conrad, Becker is more than a merely
_serious writer; he is a storyteller, and an adventurer, and The Blue-Eyed Shan is the rare
book: a work of literary perfection and sublime
entertainment."
John Irving, author ofThe world According to
aarp.

Hot Issues
Have you been to a Hot Issues
program lately? No. Well guess what?
You are still ignorant on the subject
discussed and doesn't that make youy
happy. Gab a clue, these programs are
excellent, free lectures and debates on
topics that you probably don't know
anythng about. Take the time to fill
your pretty head with current information on topics such as Pornography
AIDS, Nuclear War, Banishment and
Chemical Dumping.

"As women instinctively know things about
~omen, Becker Knows about men.
The
Chinese Bandit is more than an exotic and
breathlessly exciting picaresque novel; it's an
education."
Cosmopolitan

Wednesday Nov. 2, 8:00pm
Music Reh-earsal Hall

Banishment
The PAC presents an informative
lecture on the increasingly popular
idea of banishing convicted criminals
to far-away-islands.
Campus Directory .
The new campus telephone directories are in and you can get yours at
the Student Government offices in the
Student Center.
Ping Pong
Are you a ping-pong player? Do you
think you're good? Then the ping-pong
tournament sponsored by the PAC &
Association of International Students is
for you. Call ex. 2611 for more information and sign -up.
NiteRock
Docs WUCF play rock music? Yes,
C'V<'ry night from 11 pm to Zarn. Your
roc:k and roll alternative is hC're on
campus - Nite Roc:k 89.9 FM.

Sunshine State Writers' Conference
Nm-ember') -
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hnagine~ .....If electric chains and gas chambers would be dismantled and for
the first time in years inmates would leave their cells to venture into the outside
world. Once outside, they would receive a plane ticket, on a trip in which there
is no return.

Banishment is the next topic covered in the next Hot Is.rues of the 80's series. It
deals with the idea of sending the Ted Bundys, and Charles Mansons, to a
Pacific island where ·there's only one law: Attempted escape is punishiable by
death. These criminal outcasts would be required to fonn .and live within their
own society. The question then is how will this culture take shape? Will the
tough~ and ~ongest become dictates? Will bands of gangs f~mn together to
·fight each other? Or is it ~sfilble tha! they may form some democra~c process?
The idea of banishment was brought to life by the Philosopher and Professor

Stephen Levensohn of the University of Central Florida. His idea has gained
weight and has received backing from many accreditrd people. Martin Pepus
and Ormond Beach pathologist, is helping in the research, as. is Dr. William
Brown, Chairman of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at U.C.F.
· Orange Cowity Sheriff,Lawson Lamar, is quite fond of the idea. Banishment is
an idea ~hich is spreading with great popularity and is something we may all be
faced with soon. So come out and .get the facts -and decide for yourself after all its
our problem.

ROAD RAL.L. Y
Ladies and Gentlemen, STAR,T YOUR ENGINES!I I
So you thlnd you can follow a simple s~t of directions? Well then, read your maps and get prepared
for the first Road Rally of the semester. Just load
your car with compass and compa~lons and
challenge the courti•· In this tamed .event. Often
ce111pared to ltoHC.fJ. But Ifs not flJifspeed that
counts, but your Intuition.

1
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CONCERT ON THE GREEN .

MENOFUCF
·CALENDAR

Featuring

.THE ACETONES
Wednesqay Nov. 9

Oct..28
(tbober30·

SCA ·8:30

:J6 OF UCF's MOST NOTICEABLE · -

MALE STUDENTS FEATURED IN
A FULL COLOR. CALENDAR.

$4. 00 Pre-:_Sale

Cinema Drafthouse

The calendar will be
delivered in the next few
weeks. .Now is the time to
buy your copy at the low
pre-sale price of only $4.00.
This is a top-quality calendar
in full color to liven up any
Wallin your dorm or apartfl'.lent. Buy now to avoid the
increase in price once the
calendar is delivered.

.t

Nov.9

·~ Nov.·4&6

CALENDAR

TUES .. ...

Going Skiing?
$100.00 deposits taken in
SC 215 or call 275·2611
31

30

-

Author
Stephen Becker
8pm

~a~~ting Club

Halloween

Monster Mash
' . Dark Crystal
SC Movie

College Bowl
even. UDR

4
College Bowl
even. UDR

''Animal House''

· College Bowl
even. UDR

8:30SCA

6
"Six Weeks"

2

1

7

8
College Bowl
UDR

!

A pa;d supplement by the PAC, a student government funded organiL'

UCF grad takes Miss Orlando title
by Donna Howell
Aller the News staff

Donna Howell/Future

Lori Block is exuberant as she is crowned Miss Orlando 1984.

Becoming Miss Orlando
1984 is a well-planned _step for
UCF graduate Lori Block.
When she graduated in
April 1983 with a degree in
radio-television, her goals
were already set. She wants,
eventually, to work as g talk
show host interviewing people she calls "positive, successful achievers.''
Success is a habit for the
22-year-old Orlando queen.
She started entering pageants
at the age of 15. She became a
Junior Miss, then entered
· more pageants. In 1981 she
reigned as Miss Florida Space
Coast and in 1983 as Miss
Brevard County. Both
pageants are preliminaries for
the Miss Florida pageant,
which is a preliminary
pageant for the Miss America
pageant.
Last year, B.lock was
chosen as first runner-up in
the Miss Orlando pageant but
lost to Miss Orlando 1983

Lisa Fernandez, an accomplished ballerina. This
year her luck and talent held
out. She was crowned Miss
Orlando 1984 on Oct. 22
at the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Center.
·It's hard to say exactly
what placed her ahead of 16
talented and beautiful young
women, but it had something
to do with sincerity. If there
is such a thing as a feminine
and poised ear-to-ear grin,
Block showed it. For her
talent competition she sang a
heartfelt rendition of "Surround Me With Love" to an
attentive audience. She .,.·accepted the Orlando crown
graciously, in stride.
In eight months, Block will
have her third chance at
becoming Miss Florida.
That's a major reason she
entered the Orlando pageant.
She calls the Orlando title a
prestigious one and is
especially happy to be chosen
. queen of the Miss Florida
pageant's host city.
With $1,000 scholarship

money she'll receive, Block
plans to do graduate study in
communications.
The
pageant also netted her a
$ 750 Miss Florida Preparation award. and a $595
scholarship to the Lisa Maile
Professional Image and
Modeling School.
·
Another ·$200 in gift certificates accompanies freebies
that range from a health club
membership (two of them, actually) to a family Bible to free
food at Wendy's.
Her next eight months will
be spent in preparation for
the Miss Florida pageant, but
during that time, she'll still
be performing the duties of
Miss Orlando. In that capacity, last year's winner did
everything· from radio and
television commercials to the
gro.undQreaking of the
Longwood Village Shopping
Center. Block's activities will
accompany her current occupation as an entertainer in
Block, page 16

Spooks, ghouls, fun, prizes

Parties highlight Halloween weekend
by Vivian N. Katz

•

' Aller the News editor

1

Costume · contest entrants
at three top Orlando night
spots can rake in some hefty
prizes if their costumes are
judged winners at Halloween
fests this weekend.
Park A venue has parties
scheduled Saturday, Sunday
and Monday nights. Saturday
night is Ladies Night, with
free . admission for females
(nothing on transvestites as

of this writing) and $3 admission for men. The club will
award cash prizes of $100,
$50 and $25 to costume contest winners that night.
Sunday is Monster Mash,
sponsored by UCF Marketing
Club. This promises to be an
evening of merriment with a
wide array of prizes, and all for
a good cause-all proceeds go
to the American Cancer Socie- ·
ty. Adniission is $5.50 at the
, door. ·
Monday is Spit Night with

$3 admission, New Wave
music, and prizes worth $100,
$50and$25.
Church Street Station is
having one big bash Monday,
featuring the Executives and
Tower Town Rockers along
with regular entertainment.
There are three categories in
this competition-Spooks and
Goblins, Gay '90s to Roaring ·
'20s and Do Your Own Thing.
The grand prize ~er will ,
receive $1,000 cash or a trip
to Transylvania. There will be

cash prizes awarded in each of
the categories.
Sunday from lp.m. to 4p.m.
Church Street Station will
throw a Children's Halloween
Party. Contestants must be
between the ages of one and 10. Admission is $1.50 per
person or free for each three
persons with a carved pumpkin. The day will feature
entertainment for the kids,
movies and a pint-sized verParty, page 16

Bands hold fund raiser
Wind ensemble, jazz lab, marching band perform to raise money for travel fund .

Marching band percussion section is right on time.

Above: John Whitney directs jazz lab as Majorette
Lauri _Grimshaw (left) shows physical dexterity during
UCF Ban~ .. Night, Oct. 22.
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background vocalist Helen
Terry really shine. Her style
is a blend of the gutwrenching shouting of Jennifer Holliday and the aerial,
shiver-inducing wailing of·
Aretha Franklin. Boy George
and Terry trade off in t~e
soulful "Black Money" which
is the mournful lament of a
man who has fallen in love
with a prostitute. "When you
love someone/ and they don't
love you in · return/ ... then
you've got money to burn."
Terry is not a full member of
Culture Club, but she does
to~Chanand. reEcord wi0'th .~~em.
gm very ay is a
slick, slightly calypso number
which .is re~niscent of The
5th D1mens1on. Boy George
and Terry utiliz~ a casual interchange much m the style of
Marilyn McCoo and Billy
Davis Jr.
On the plaintive "That's
the Way (I'm Only. Trying to
Help You)" Boy George's ,
voice positively drips with
emotion to the accompaninient
of a piano and Terry's stellar
backround vocals.

After the News staff

~-:ED KEN Mon & Fri 9-6 Sat 9-5
~
Tues, Wed &Jhur~ 9-7

ElECTRfJNIC/COMPfJfEH iNGINEEHS

No matter how successful a
group's first album is, the
true test of pop legitimacy is
a follow-up that sells. Men at
Work pulled that trick off,
The Knack did not. Kissing
To Be Clever, the debut from
Culture Club, sold over one
million copies and launched
three singles into the Top
Ten. Still many knowledgeable music critics had
written off Boy George and
his _ cross-cultural music
as a qfuirk~ flab shkin ·thellpan, a
sorto gar1s jo e. We guys,
the joke is on you.
Colour By Number, their second LP, firmly establishes
Culture Club as one of the
most important pop bands of
the '80s. Boun~y, Motownish
·numbers, smooth, lush harmonizing and snappy calypso
combine to make this· one of
those albums by w~ch you
date events in your life"Oh ye~hl
I remember
hearing that during the
winter of my senior year in
college!' '
The LP's opener "Karma
Chameleon" is one of those insidiously catchy pop songs
that worm their way into your
brain until you find yourself
humming it while brushing
your
teeth.
''Karma
Chameleon" is still going
strong in its fifth week as
number one in England, and
its irrepressible bounciness
should make it equally
popular here.
On "It's a Miracle" and ·
"Black Money," the tal~nts of

The ell-rent U.S. single
"Church of the Poison Mind"
is a bouyant, rollicking tune
in which drummer Jon Moss
copies the backbeat straight
out of the Motown handbook.
There was some · initial
speculation as to whether the
title of the song would keep it
off the turntables of the less
adventurous radio stations,
particularly in the South..
However, the video goclT
Club, page 15

~

College Night/Tuesdays

Imports $1.00 • (with College ID)

w;_ry
. ' ";:-

Jlf

~a

~~

Mon.~ T. V. FootbaU- - ·~
Thurs • Electronic Dart tournaments
Beer · Wine · 5andwk:he~
Fri.&Sat. - Uve Entertainment
834-6300
Oct. 28-29 Mr. SUff
HOURS:
Halloween Party
Mon. ·Thurs. 11·12
Prizes tor best costume.
Fri. & Sat. 11·2
~ ~
101 CANDACE DR. / FERN PARK
Happy Hour 4:30 - 6:30
-

I

1 FREE DRAF T WI TH THIS AD

1000000'1
·DIGITAL

Whisperwood _ll

ECONOMICS LESSON
YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW Yo'U'RE PUZzLED .
ABOUT WHERE YPU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

Owning makes more sense than renting

1

.
$41,990 .
5 °/o Down no closing costs
Orlando Area Avg. Rent- $450 monthly

WA~NER ROBINS .AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oft61!8 a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with · state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robina ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-eoo-a.c1-g'193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write, to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robina A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098
U.8 CfTIZEN8HP REQUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EM~LOYER

Ownership WHISPERWOO~ Il$475 monthly
Universitv Drive

~

N
S.R. 50

Colonial Drive

28R2Bath
; Pool, Jacuzzi
Great Appliances
Were hard to find so call first
677-5947
7300 SWALLOW RUN, WINTER PARK
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OP-FLORIDA, INC.
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Club~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_;_~~~~~~--=--~~~~~~~frompage~
spoke, MTV placed the clip in cut that features a searing
heavy rotation and To~ 40 guitar from Roy Hay. "Storradio had no choice but to mkeeper" is similar, with saxfollow.
aphone provided by guest
Even the songs which player Steve Grainger.
would have to be classified as
Unfortunately, the melody
filler on Colour By Numbers and lyrics of "Victims" have
would stand out on most · an Air Supply feel to them.
ot~r albums. ''Miss Me Boy George is going, for a
Blind" is a tantalizing funk romantic, gospel mood here,

but he just comes off sounding schmaltzy.
"Mister Man" is a plea to
authorities for sensibility and
restraint. "On the street
they're preachin' violence/
Mister Man it's in your
hands/ on the street the midnight cowboy/ needs no gun
to shoot you dead." Another

BOnd flick ..-.~C~O.-M~E~C-EL-E-BR_A_T-E· -GRAND.OPENING
rehashes
old movie Yesterday's&~estaurant
.
by Richard Truett
Alter the News staff

After 20 years, it looks like
the ·longest running series in
movie history,. the James
Bond pictures, may · be running out of steam. Eariler this
year Roger Moore successfully underwhelmed moviegoers
with Octopussy. Now, the
original James Bond, (Sean
Connery) is back and is .likely
to do the same: defeat the
value of entertainment as we
know it.
The problem is not with
Connery, but with the
material he is given to work
with. Never Say Never Again
is a remake of the 1966 007
· classic Thunderball. For one
thing the movie is entirely too
long, two hours and ten

Raul PerezJFuture

minutes. That means three or
four trips to the restroom and
at least two trips to the
refreshment stand.
The chase and fight scenes
are without peer; the problem
is that they are too far apart.
No James Bond movie is complete without its share of
scantily clad beautiful
women: Never Say Never
Again is no exception. Barbara Carrera and ·Kim Basinger look absolutely

..

Bond, page 19
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Latin tinged number, this is
about as intellectual as
Culture Club is going to get.

the best albums of the year.
Boy George got his start
when his necrtransvestite ap,pearance attracted so much
The one thing Colour By attention around London that
Numbers needs is a cut as selfhe was asked to work for the
conscious and goofy as ''I'll Shakespearean Theatre Guild
Tumble for Ya." That kind of as a make-up artist. From
:smirky sillhi~ss is what made
there he went to work as a
Kissing To Be C!ever one of French fashion model.

Pub

F~aturing

B.B. Pork, Corn on the Cob,
Baked Bea-ns.

.DRAFT BEER - 25¢

Serving the Illustrator, Designer. Fine Artist, Photographer,
Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

.Nov. 12, 1983, 2 PM to?
.
Tickets $3.00
Tickets . available at pub
2005 N. Murdock Blvd.
Union Park-near Eckards
or Call 273-2004

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

STUDE~T DISCOUNTJ
731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTf'.MONTE SPRINGS

331-5554

One block south of 436 on Maitland Ave. ·

ThisDeskCanReachMach 2.

Some desk jobs are
making authority.
more exciting than
In the air, and on the
ground, you have
. others.
· ·management responsiAs a Navy pilot
bility from the beginor flight officer, your
desk can be a sophisning. And your
ticated combination
responsibility grows
of supersonic jet airas you gain experience.
craft and advanced electronic equipment . . Nb company can give you this kind of
But you can handle it. Because Navy
leadership responsibility this fast. And
flight training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
Navy flying.
aerodynamics and other technical
know-how you need.
The salary is exciting, too. Right
away, you'll earn about. $18,300 a year.
In return, Navy aviation demands
something of you as an officer:
That's better than the average corporation will pay you just out of college.
Leadership.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
officer training that's among the most
other pay fucreases, your annual
demanding in the military. It's intensive salary will soar to $31,100 after four
leadership and professional schooling
years. That's on top of a full package
combined with rigorous Navy flight
of benefits and privileges.
tra,ining. And it's all geared to prepare
Before you settle down to an earthyou and other college
bound desk job, reach
~v7o.PPO;;U-;.;;
~
~
;:31
for
the sky.. Reach for
graduates for the
INFORMATION CENTER
h
Fi d t
unique challenge of
P.O. Box 5000, qifton, NJ 07015
t e COUpOn. n OU
Navy aviation. The . I 0 Please send me more information about becomwhat it' takes to be
program is tough but
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team. (0Al
part of the Naval
Name--:,,,.----c-:::---,;:;-:-:"'.:------;--::---reWarding.
First
!Please Print I
Last
Aviation· 'Tham. You
One important
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. # - - could have a desk
City._ _ _ _ state._ _ _ Zip._ __
reward-for Navy
that flies at twice the
I Age_ _ tCollege/University
officers is decisionspeed of sound. ·
+Year in College
+GPA.- - - - . , . . . . . .
1..t.Major/Minor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r

I
I
I

Phone Number..,---::-:-:---..--:-::n:----:-;:;-;;--

1Area Codel
Best Time to Call
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to
furnish any ol lhe lnlormetion requesled . 01 course. the more we
know. the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi·
t ions for which you qualify.

. Navy~~~

·

I,
I

,

Get Respons1b1bt Fast.
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broadcast on PBS Saturday
night as part of the public network's eight hours of "All
with JohnQ.y Mandel's ballad . finalists were taped and That Jazz" coverage. In addition to the piano competition,
"A Time For Love" and
festival highlights included
FrRnk Foster's "Shiny Stockperformances by jazz greats
ings."
Dizzy Gillespie, Buddy Rich
The judges were noted
and Freddie Hubbard, among
pianist and composer Billy
others.
Taylor, who also does music
For those interested in seecommentary for CBS' Sunday
ing Whitney a little closer to
Morning; John Wilson, New
home, he will be performing ·
York Times jazz critic, and
at Brazil's hi Altamonte Spr·
Paul Lentz, a New Orleans
ings this Monday night.
journalist and Smithsonian
Fellow of Jazz. They selected
from page 1a
2.0-year-old Marcus Roberts •.
sion of a costume contest.
a Jacksonville home town
J.J~ Whispers will be giving
favorite, as the winner of the
a 1984 Ford Thunderbird to
$1,000 first prize. Whitney
be used through New Year's to
collected $500 for. his second
its grand prize winner(s).
place finish, while Bill Doerr- John Whltn~
Other prizes include Gold
V.l.P. memberships and
. PROFESSIONAL
Rf!SU E
·DESl<S
regular V.l.P. memberships
··inter-view skdls & rnarketing techniques
to the new club, beauty
·cover letter~ for professional acc~p~ance.
makeovers, T-shkts, wine and
Proficient typi'ng & word processin.g servic\s.
cheese parties, and free admis·

·Whitney's jazz takes 2nd
by Wayne Starr
Aller the News staff

UCF Assistant Music Professor
Joh!)
Whitney
placed second in the
"Great · American Piano
Competition,"
held
in
Jacksonville Oct. 14 and 15.
Whitney was one of five
finalists in the competition
which was held as part of
Jacksonville's annual "All
That Jazz" festival (previous·
ly the MaypQrt Festival).
Whitney's tape was selected ·
from hundreds of entries submitted by jazz pianists all
~cross America.

The competition was divided into three sections. In the
first part, each contestant
was given 20 minutes to play
an unaccompani~d piece of his
choice. In the other two parts,
the pianist was joined · by a
bass player and drummer for
a ballad and an up-tempo
"tune. At least one of the three
songs had to have been written by the contestant.
For his solo effort, Whitney
chose "No Major Problem," a
self-penned composition
which also appears on
Whitney's 1981 album Live
at Scratch Daniels. Whitney
rounded out his 'performance

feld, of Rochester, NY, pickeq

upp::o:!!!doi:~ five

Party

-v~ Rand s&ltsgJav~r,, .A~tom~y·

~~In_tury and WrOTigfUIDeath:
/)efective Product lnjlU'ia

·c;aree·r ·assessment testing & interpretation .
.Econo"lic~1.prompt & 9uaranteed satrstaction

·Crimi~w·

J:ldandb~

:lnitiial'C\)JiSl!lt.ation
.available withotit charge

·

.'.l!!lsultants, inc.

·16 West ·Pine S•t
CR.land~>, Florida ·1s~5~· 841-0342
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894-7726.
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Add a Dutch of Class
to•y our next party.
Once you have tasted Grolsch® Beer, you'll see
why people who love beer say its the best-tasting beer
you can buy.
But you can tell Grolscl1 has class just by looking at ·
our unique, 16 oz. wire-top bottle. Like the beer inside,
its one of a kind.
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Just think, if you plan it
right, you can hit all these
parties and still leave time for
homework-but get to it, 'cuz . .
Halloween 1983 parties officially start tonight (for
adults that is).

Block /

from page 13
Sea World's Undersea Fantasy.
How would Block handle
becoming Miss Florida? She
says her pageant experience
would help. She adds that being personable and "being
yourself" is very important. ·
"You're never not nervous
during a pageant," she says
. from experience, "but I never
act in a pageant either. I'm
just myself and I do the best
that I can." Maybe that's
where the sincerity part
comes in.
What should a Miss Florida
·be like? Block says ·Kimberly
Boyce, the current titleholder,
has the perfect image of what
was looked for in a Mi~s
Florida. "She's like the girl
next door and she's wellrespected. The girls in the
Miss Florida pageant liked
her a lot.''
Will Block win in the upcoming Miss
Florida
pageant? She says winning
has a lot to do with timing.
"When it's right, it's right,
you know," she says.
Block is not the only UCF
student to try her hand at
pageantries!
Polly Anna.
Dorough, 21, placed as second
runner-up. Donna Rubin, 19,
dazzled the audience with a
jazzy dance routine. Also
competing in the pageant
were 21-year-old Leanne
Jakubowski, 23-year-old Linda Gamache, 20-year-old Gia
Lloyd, 22-year-old Lori
Wheeler and 24-year-old
Blythe Corbett.

.Page us
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Suzuki

goes pop
by Wayne Starr

.

Atter th e News

The second annual H 11
ween Pops Con
. a oheld this S
cert will be
the
St~~~~ at 4 p.m. in ·
Auditorium.
Center
The Chour-lo n? sh ow by the
UCF
ommumty S
h
Orchestra di
ymp ony
Music ' rected by UCF
Whitne Pr~fessor John
G .
~' will feature th
amesvdle Suzuki p
e
group of 2 t
layers, a
trained in the ~a!; year-olds .
ed Japanese
method.
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Wh ' " tH e beat gets hot. dm> ee fe<'" st''" with the coo( ,,freshing l0$le of Seagcam 's 7
UR· It alsa sti" with the light
taste of Seagca m 's 7 & diet 7UR' Real chad toppec<. and. enjoyed in moMcatWn- the pee("' pactnecs foe dance feuec.

Both the orchestr
st:ers will perform a. and yowigand all th
m costume
ose who a
the door in a Hall ppear at
up will b
oween get
e admitted t
charge · Th ose
· a no
costumes will b
w1 thou t
Whitne
. e charged $3.
th
y said selections b
e orchestra will .
Y
Aaron Copland's " include
Overture" C . Outdoor
Saens
amille Saint"Th t' anse Macabre" and
a s Entertainment"
we
as_
oth
_Il_
_er__
po_p selections.as
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3 native women artists
display excellence by Albert Cervellera

admire her work for its
After the News er! critic
originality.
A recipient of an art
Chase Manhattan of degree from Drake University
Florida, along with the - in Des Moines, Iowa,
Maitland Art Association are Bogdanowitsch works with
presenting the collective found items and materials
works of three Florida ar- from nature. In a "potatotists: painting by Karen Al- ma11 fashion" she pieces
britton,
sculpture
by natural, hand-carve4 and
Cheryl Bogdanowitsch, and painted wooden shapes
photography by Anna Tome- together to form outstanding
zak at the Maitland A~t artworks with titles such as
Center.
"Crucifixion," "The Devil
Karen Albritton's pain- Wears a Wooden Shoe," and
tings "after ·nature" are sure- "Lethargy."
ly among the strangest land- · Some oversized compostitions
scapes. To a large degree they are delicate · and fragile
are "reductions" instead of in spite of their size. ' Others
"descriptions'' of her subject, seem to have been alive at.one
as in "Landscape I."
time and are now fossilized
Seemingly more involved and · segmented.
Likewise,
with the textural processes of cast shadows are interesting
brush and ·spongework, the as they stretch across the
moods are often uninspiring display stands and grow up
and dull. Yet, these are the the walls.
·
very qualities which make her
Finally, Anna Tomczak's
work overwhelmingly sue- photography. (silver. print)
cessful.
should be a collector's
In her own words: ''To delight. In discussing her artwork, oblivious to the outside work she says, "The subjects
art world and therefore are seleeted for their textural ·
unencumbered, gives an op- and luminescent qualities-to
portunity for discovery. A:nd also serve as a vehicle to
discovery is the process from render color through the apwhich new commitment plication of paint to the sur. grows." Albritton· received face of the print."
her B.A. in Fine ~ts from the
In light of contemporary
University of South Florida. photography, Tomczak works
I am not sure how the · on the leading edge and beyond
public is responding to ~brit- She received her master's
ton's "re-creations," but I am degree in Photography (with
willing to bet she has set ef- honors) from the University
fects in motion and made of Florida.
some-deep impressions.
The exhibition will run from
Oct. 15 througl& Nov. 13 at
Another artist making
an impact, Cherly Bogdan- the Maitland ~t Center, 231
owitsch, said that her · Packwood Dr., Maitland.
sculptural themes "involve Gallery hours are Tuesday
the human figure and per- through Fridays 10 a.m. to 4
sonal relationships." With p.m., Saturdays and Sundays
hints of meaning, humor and lp.m. to 4 p.m. For addifantasy worked into the tional information, call
pieces, one cannot help but 645-2181.

- - - f r o m page 15
Bond - - - - - - - - -looks
good.

devastating and our hero
fulfills his carnal appetite
with both. People are inevitably going to compare
Moore with Connery; they
both are excellent in the
role of Bond, but Moore,
with his arrogant cockiness, .
makes the character seem less
predictable or automated.
Now that I am done complaining, here is the story:
two nuclear warheads are
stolen from the U.S. youknow-w~o comes to the rescue
and we get to see Connery take a shower with
a delicious looking Basinger (Domino). Connery looks
to be in excellent shape
and for a 53-year-old he really

Since the creator of James
Bond, Ian Fleming, is dead
one can only hope that
somebody somewhere will
breathe some new life · into
this dinosaur. If you really
have to see this movie, then
catch the matinee.

1WOPIZZA'S
'• . 273-5010

DELIVERED

FOR$9.99
SA\lE_S3.00 WITH
COUPON. FR"EC

DELIVERY

ELIZABETH'S WEDDING FLOWEas
Now is the time to order your holiday wedding
flowers. Floral designer & wedding consultant
with 10 years experience. Fresh and silk flowers
- low prices because of low overhead.

.

,Call: Elizabeth's
Wedding Flowers
-- (327-0396) -

-

For an appointment and an opportunity to see
designers portfolio. Free bonus corsage with
·
wedding order.

special $25.00

LIVE D.J.
CENTRAL FL M081LE SOUND
. We Play All TypesOf Music For

Fraternities, Sororties,
Wedding Receptions, Or Private Parties
Ph: 671-4039 after Spm
Ask for Robert

Monday
2 for 110-Close
Tuesday
Drink or Drown 9-12
. ·$5 For All You Can Drink
·• iWednesday 3·for 19-10
2 for 1 10-Close
Thursday
Ladies' Night 9-10
Free Drinks For All Ladies
2 for 1 10-Close
Friday
Oyster Cult Night
4-Close
10 ¢ Oysters & Shrimp
2 for 1 drinks
1

• 5<1'. Beer 9:00-10:.00PrM .
50:¢,loraft s1.00 Drinks all Night
Premier state-of-the art video system with the
4315 N. Qrang~ -~<?~om_T!:_i_
best top 40 Video MUSi<;
1/4 Mile ~~th_<?!Jee Rd~
• Tasteful Grooming Required
(No T-shirts or torn jeans) You Must Be 19-Valid State l.D. Required:
Friday- f?ont.
9 p.m. - Kill a Keg
Oyster Eating Contest!
Win a $25 cash prize plus
a free l,>ottle of champa~
and ;.ri~·free dinner for
"; . Satur~ay

two

2for1-10 to Close

Sunday
2for1-11 to close
'Plus, Blondie's now features
A Spectacular Sunday Brunch·
. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Sportswe·ek
Knights battle injury-ridden Governors on road ·
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

The UCF Fighting Knights
will hit the road to battle the
Austin Peay Governors
Saturday afternoon in
Clarksville, Tenn. Last week
the Knights were idle.
This will be the first
meeting between the two
schools and even though the
Governors are a Division
I-AA school, their situation is ·
similar to the Knights.
Just as with UCF, injuries
have plagued the Governors
this season. Their starting
quarterback Rob Christophel
is out for the season after suf-

fering a knee injury against
Youngstown State two weeks
ago. Consequently, the Governors went with two inexp eri en ce d quarterbacks,
Ricky Rice and Vince Allen,
last week against Middle Tennessee State. In that contest,
the. Governors committed
seven turnovers and lost the
game, 31-17.
Austin Peay Head Coach
Emory Hale said that the lack
of experience at the quarterback position could be a major factor in the game. He
said that Rice and Allen are
, still learning and that last
week was the first time that
they had the :major respon-

sibility of the game on their
hands.
In addition to quarterback
problems, Hale said the
Governors have extensive injuries to their offensive line. ·
He said that because of the
number of injuries on the
team, there would be a
number of players playing
hurt this week.
The injuries have meant
that the Governors are made
up primarily of freshmen and
sophomores according to
Hale. · He said that he realized
the Knights are also in injury
trouble and feels the game
will be close because of it.
''Yourtg football teams are go-

ing to get banged. up no mat·
ter what." Hale said.
UCF head coach Lou Saban
said that having last week off
didn't help his t:eam's injliry
situation The defense has been
hit especiallv hard by injuries
thus far. As a result, the
Knights too will be playing inexperienced youngsters
against the Governors.
Nevertheless, Saban said he
is ready for the challenge.
"We're skin and bones but
we're going to get ready,"
Saban said.
The Governors play their
games on artificial turf. UCF

Governors' Emory Hale

Governors, page 22

1•

·UCF Individual Season Highs
Longest run, no score-28-El~ Davis vs. Valdosta State College
Longest TD run-50-Davis vs. Geo~ Southern College
Longest punt retum-9-Victor Riddle vs. Elizabetp City State Unversity
Longest puiit-63-Glenn McCombs vs. University·of Richmond
Most passes attempted-36-Dana Thyhsen vs. Southeastern Louisana
University
Most passes completed-18-Thyhsen vs. ECSU
Most passes caught-5-McCombs vs. ECSU
Longest reception, no touchdown-72-Jeff Froehlich from Thyhsen vs.
SLU
Longest TD reception-65-Ted Wilson from Thyhsen vs. SLU
Most yards passing-290-Thyhsen vs. SLU
Most yards receiving-83-Froehlich vs. SLU, Jim Adams vs. Richmond
Most rushing attempts-20-Davis vs. GSC
Most yard rushing-134-Davis vs. GSC
Most yards tot;,µ offense-268-Thyhsen vs. SLU
Most field goals attem.pted-4-Scott Ryerson vs. VSC
Most field goals made-2-Ryerson vs. University of North Alabama, VSC
Longest field g~I made-51-Ryerson vs. UNA

~Pam Glmson/F~

UCF quarterback .Dana Thyhsen looks for a receiver in a game earlier this year against North
Alabama.

Longest kickoff retum-100-Wtlson vs. SLU
)

Sanchez
readies
women

Machock prepares for
a competitive season
by Wayne Starr
Future sports

The UCF men's basketball
team began practice last week

for the 1983-84 season under
new head coach Chuck
Machock.
Four junior college
transfers and one freshman,
Tom Cubit, a 6'2" guard from
Sharon Hill, will join ·the
five returning Knights as well
as sophomore walk-on
Gregory Jump, a 6'3" guard,
from Indianapolis, to round
out the 11 man squad. .
With less than 2 weeks of
practices under their belts,
Machock is unable to piu··
point specific strengths and
weaknesses of his players, but
he is impressed with their
desire.
"These are very .talented
athletes who are aggressive
and have a good attitude,"
Machock said.
Machock said that he and
his two assistants, Bob

Huggins and Ray Hernan
are working on developing
and refining the skills of his
players. Each coach, whether
it be former UCF coach Tor·
chy Clark, or a high school or
junior college coach, has a little different system, Machock
said.
"My style of defense,
whether it be zone or man-toman, isn't exactly the same as
these players have been used
to. We're trying to get them
to adapt to a slightly different
style/' Machock said.
Machock has high hopes for
junior transfers Greg Brown
(guard, 6 '3 ", Arizona
Western College); Ulyen Coleman (forward 6 '5' ', Lake Ci·
· ty Commu:iity College);
Dwayne Dale (forward, 6'3",
Hutchinson Community College, Hutchinson, Kansas);
and Kevin Smith (guard, 6'3",
Seminole Communitv College). They will team up with
last-year's scoring it!ader Dan
Men, page Z1

.

Longest interception return-50-Riddle vs. VSC

Pam Glmson/Future

Karen Harvey drives towards the hoop while Susan Brase
keeps up the defense at practice in the UCF gym.

The women's - basketball
team will face a challenging
regular season . with a
schedule that boasts nine
Division I schools in the first
11 games.
Head coach Joe Sanchez
will be trying to coach the
team to post-season action for
the third consecutive season.
In 1981, Sanchez's first year,
the Lady Knights reached the ·
AIAW National Quarter·
finals. Last year the Lady
Knights played in the NCAA
regionals. This year Sanchez
knows the challenge that
awaits his Lady Knightt;;.
"I realize this year is going
to be tough, especially with
the type ' of schedule that we
have this year. But I also
realize the potential that is
around our team and with a
little luck and hard work the
p-0tential will become
reality," Sanchez said.
Women, page Z1
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··Volleyball has some trouble
by-Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

After remaining unbeaten
for the first three weeks of the
season, the UCF women's
volleyball team has .experienc·
ed midseason crisis.
The crisis hit its peak in the
Florida Southern Tournament last weekend where they
lost three out of five matches.

Two losses came ·at the hands
of Division I schools; Air
Force and Rutgers.
"Unfortunately I think the
team hadn't realized at -that
point, how to leave their emotions outside the gym, which
is sometimes very hard to
do," said UCF Coach Lyn
King. "I sometimes expect
too much from my players, I
expect them to be more
mature and be more bu~iness-

like."
This weekend the Lady
Knights will travel to
Jacksonville for the last tournament of the regular season.
Jacksonville University and
Tampa University are ranked
first and third in this region,
and by playing well against
both . schools, fourth ranked
UCF could carry the momentum to win the Sunshine
State Conference.

Governors - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 2 1
played their first"game on turf
Leading the Governors' oftwo weeks ago when they lost fense is tailback Fred Motes.
Richmond, 31-26. Saban said He has carried for 193 yards
that the surface might hinder on 45 carries. Roland Shields
the Knights' play a little.
is second in rushing with 150
The Governors' offense yards on 70 carries. Rice has
doesn't look very explosive- thrown for 115 yards this
the have scored only 20.3 year whife Allen has tossed
· points per contest thl-s year. for 126 yards.
However, their defense picks
Tomorrow's game will be
up the slack having allowed the second afternoon game of
only 18.4 points per game. the year for the Knights with
The Knights have been game .time slated for 2:30
averaging 27.3 points per . CDT. Next week the Knights
game while giving up 28.0.
will ~eturn to· Tennessee to

DISC_OUNT

PIZZA

Honda World's.Campu·s

CAPTAIN .

* .SALE*:

273-5010-

CRUSTY'S ' ·

Pam Glmson/Fufl,Jre

Julie Anderson, (right) and Carol Sniegowski leap for the ball in
competition this fall in the UCF gym. After a fast start, the
volleyball team has slowed down the pace a little.

battle the Carson•Newman
Fighting Eagles in another
afternoon contest.
Notes:
-The- Governors starting
rover is Mike Newton, a senior
from Oak Ridge HS in Orlando. Newton was a pre-season
All-OVC selection. ..Jim Rou,ntree record of consecutive
games catching a pass was
snapped at 12:..Rountree still
has the record .. :Scott Ryerson
has now hit on 17 straight
PAT's.

CONWAY
CONWAY CENTER

New Hondas at the

·Lowest Prices Arivviherel

Can You
Imagine.•.
NUSO E)(pre~s
Oil injection

NXSO Express
Electric Start
was $599
Now $299

was $649
now $349

·Over 1,000 New Hondas in Stocki
-ALL MQDELS ON SALE~

~hurch

r

·

Street
Station.J

Monday, ·OCT ..31
~

GRAND PRIZE

~

81000
OR A TRIP TO T.R ANSYLVANIA
The Home of.Count Dracula
.
·
. ·
Featuring

The Executives & Tower Town Rockers
From Orlando, Florida

C70 Passport
Electric Start

From Ashville, North Carolina

was $799
now $499

COSTUME PARADE PRIZE CATEGORIBS
1. Spooks 'n Goblins• 2. Gay 90's-Roarin 20's • 3. Do Yo~ur
Own Thing

.

CB450SC NightHawk
Electric Start
was $1999
now$1399

The Wildest Nite of Your Life!

___,,.,,,,
Downtown Orlando
GULAR ADMI IO AT :00 P .M.

Only at HONDA WORLD

-

6436 ·E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy. SO) Orlando>
Ph. 277·6880
Closed Sun.-Mon.
.
~.
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Men's golf opens some eyes
by Dan Russo
Future sports

The U.CF men's golf team
has gotten off to its best start
ever, defeating 33 of the 36
opponents they have faced so
far this fall.
Head coach Wayne Mendel
says that this year's team is
basically the same as last
year's but added that the addition of a couple of solid
freshmen players and having
a more experienced team than
last season's has really made
this year's squad stronger.
Mendel, said he has not
been surprised by his team's
performance this fall and actually felt, before the season,
that the team was capable of
playing as well as it has been.
"There was every indication that they (last season's
top golfers) · were going to
come back stronger than they
were last year," said Mendel.
"I would have been disap-

WHY PAY.

EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

pointed if they wouldn't have ing 75 to 76 shots a round.
at least been at this level "That's what you need to
right now."
play competitively in the
According to Mendel, no tournaments we're playing
one player is "head and now," said Mendel.
shoulders· above" the rest.
As for the Knights next
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
"They've all played fairly ·tournament, Mendel is conficonsistent," he said. "We've dent his golfers will continue
played in three tournaments their winning ways. Mendel
and we have had a different said that he feels the Knights
low man every tournament.''
will win the Embry-Riddle InTwo of the newcomers that vitional in a big way. The
have caught Mendel's eye are tourney, which started yesterfreshmen Joe Regner and day and ends today, is being
Yngve Nilsson of Sweden. held in Daytona Beach. Mendel
Regner, a graduate of Col- said it should be a strong
onial High in Orlando, has showing by UCF.
10662 E. Colonial Dr. -2300 N. Park Ave
played solidly, according to
After the Embry-Riddle
Maitland
· Orlando
Mendel. This summer, Regner tournament, the Knights host
644-9327
won the National Pee Wee the UCF/Rosemont Invita275-9327
Championship and the Orlan- tional November 4-6 and
630 Clifton
do Land Junior Classic back finish their season November
to back. Mendel said that 10-12 in the 1983 Florida InPine Hills
knowing Regner was coming tercollegiate Championship
291-93~7
to UCF was a big help.
to be held in Sebring.
Nilsson, a discovery of.-------~-----------------------------.
Mendel' s, is one of the top
junior players out of Sweden.
Mendel said he has played
very steadily this fall, averag-

1111111~1

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS &WATER PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

st

U.S.News & World Report presents

The Inside
Scoo~
~/

Chevy Chase and his partners are arms dealers.
They sell second-rate weapons .to third world nations.

1wJ

But they're not out to stick it to anyone.

On the job market: Careers that are hot, skills that
sell. What to expect when you enter the work force.
On today's news- and policy-makers: Who to
watch ... who stands where ... who holds the reins
on red-letter issues.
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does
it mean to your buying power?
U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the
scene. Straight to the source with on-target analyses
of what it means to you.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

r-----

I

I
I
I

Money-saving

Student Coupon
0 YES, send me 23 weeks

Only

I

35¢

J
j
' f

·t

of
per week
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

School N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - Apt. - - -

I

I

1 City/S t a t e - - - - - - - - - Zip - - Mail coupon to :
I
I u.s.News U.S.News
& World Report
Room 264, 2300 N St., N.W.
I
Washington, D.C. 20037
I

.. _______ _

CHEVY CHASE
SIGOURNEY WEAVER GREGORY HINES
A WILLIAM FRIEDKIN FILM A STEVE TISCH-JON AVNET PRODUCTION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BUD YORKIN PRODUCTIONS
"DEAL OF THE CENTURY" Music by ARTHUR B. RUBINSTEIN
Executive Producers JON AVNET, STEVE TISCH, PAUL BRICKMAN
Produced by BUD YORKIN Written by PAUL BRICKMAN Directed by WILLIAM FRIEDKIN
FROM WIANERllR05
A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
C1ge:iww-a.a11nc AIF!ogl>ll-

& WORLD R8PO RT

I

Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF, brought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.

..I

OPENS AT A THEATRE
NEAR YOU NO\lEMBER 4th

0

I
t
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U.CF· MARKETING ASSO-CIATION
presents

·

MONSTER .MASH
co-sponsored by·

· A fundraiser for:

·Bd1Q5

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

®

A ·coSTUME :PARTY
·Sunday, · October 30
7:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

cpark
PRIZE FOR BEST· COSTUME: .

Av~u~

VACATION ON CAPTIV A ISLANDS

GRANJ?· PRIZES DONATED BY:

TRAVELODGE TOWER
_R OYAL ·PLAZA HOTEL
BJ 105
OTHER PRIZES DONATED BY :

SCANDANAVIAN SEA CRUIS.ES • BLUE & WHITE BUS -LINES
SEA WORLD • CHURCH STREET ~TATION •AMERICAN LIQUOR
ALL AMERICAN ROLLER RINK • MARRIOT HOTEL•
PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL •
COSMOPOLITA~ SPA•
Sea· Fox· Casual Clothin_g ~ Orange· Cy~le Works •

Flying ~_i~d. ow· Ti~ters" • Burger King •Pepsi· Cola

Circus World • Sily_~r S.p rings:Weeki· Wachee• Ponderosa· Steak House• Le· S_port • McDonal_ds •
Nautilas· Family Fitness Center . • Audio· Garage • To'l'&na.on's· Fish_house· &· Tavern• Duval Spirits•
.

General

.

Cin~ma

.

(fashion· square) · •

Clancy's Cant _
i na •

Casa·

Brother's· Three• Hairworks • Red lobster• Steak n Ale •
Chi-Chi's•

G~llardo

• Casual· Image •

JB's Fish· Camp •Coca-Cola· Distributors•

Stars· Hall of Fame • Captain . D's• Petal· Pusher Florist"•Michael's· Pizza • Burdines •

..,

TICKET'S : $5.0·0 ADVANCE - $·5 .50 AT DOOR
-

,

TIME: 7:30pm -2:00am
MUST BE AT LEAST

CALL 275- 2108 for info

19

TO ATTEND
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Orlando Pro Wrestling '83 ·
Rhodes: still the "American Dream"

Blood bath at sports stadium
Love U.S.A.," had other
ideas. He methodically
manipulated the Butcher into
Future sports
his corner, bit his scarred,
It was "Sunday, Bloody bald head, and spat the skin
Sunday'' at the Eddie and blood skyward.
Graham Sports Stadium last
But Abdullah, the Moslem
weekend as Abdullah the But- ~adman, was not one to take
cher learned that messing a mere head laceration lying
with Dusty Rhodes, ''the down. He powered out of
American Dream," can be Rhodes' attempted pin a sehazardous to one's health.
cond before bedlam erupted.
The match was the finale of The Zamhuie Express-one of the most action-packed Elijah Akeem and Kareem
nights of wrestling yet to be Muhammed, Blackjack
witnessed. by C~ntral Florida Mulligan and Cowboy Ron
sports fanatics.
Bass all who had already
Abdullah, looking sleak at engaged in bloody battles
400 pounds after an extensive themselves on this bloody
conditioning program, rolled Sunday, came flying back ininto the ring with thoughts of to the squared circle wreaking
mayhem in his mind for havoc on what was once a
Rhodes. Rhodes, clad in a civilized affair. The brawl
blue T-shirt proclaiming "I culminated
with
the
by Lee Lerner and Wayne
Starr

-

Lee Lerner/Future

Dusty "the American Dream" Rhodes(left)celebrates -victory
with. Blackjack Mulligan in action Sunday night. ..

"American Dream" · being
declared the victor amidst
anguished cries of protest
from Abdullah. Rhodes was
escorted from the ring surrounded by the adoring
screams of the stadium
throng.
In other action Sunday
Night:
Sam Houston was able to
overcome Dr. X, despite . the
physician's head butt that
landed just a bit below
Houston's stomach.
In a challenge match, Mike
Davis literally chased
Gentleman Jim Holiday out
of the ring. Holiday, so-called
"manager" of the Zambuie
Express (most insiders think
he's just one of J.J. Dillon's
stool pigeons), is a scrawny,
Wresiling, page 26

GRRNDSLRM
CAREER MOUE

HOMETOWN BANK

A FULL SERVICE
NSA OFFERS YOU A
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

CITIZENS 24 LOCATED

ON UCF CAMPUS
156 GEN EV A DR. • P.0. BOX 729
Oviedo, Florida 32765
(305) 365-6611

~

runi

,.,... .

~

••

•i,, ....., '

\ . . ... ...

@
EOUAl HOUSl"C

LENDER

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and computer
graphics . Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionllls and through
contact~ in the industrial
and academic worlds .
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available .

At NSA you 'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented .
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis· and
design , scientific
applications programming ,
data base management
systems , operating

You ' ll irork on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines . Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems ,
performing long-range
mathematical research or

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competitive with
private industry . There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home .
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban locati-ln.

evaluating new techniques
for communications
security .

graphics .

GO FOR IT ALL

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information

on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755.

NSA

The
National
Security
Agency

Fort Ge6rge G. Meade, Maryland 2075.5
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U. S. Citizenship Required.

On campus recruiting November 8, 1983.
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WrestlinQ---------------------------------frompage25
wimpy guy who has no right
being in the ring.. Holiday
begged for mercy, but Davis
refused to end his misery with
a pinfall. This brought back
Akeem Muhammed who
stomped on Davis' head with
his big jungle boots until
Davis' face oozed pints of hot,
red blood. Holiday was disqualified and Davis, nearly
blinded, emerged yi~torious.

awesome spectacle--the . U.S.
Tag Team Championship-beltholders Elijah Akeem and
Kareem Muhamme,d against
pretty boys Mike Rotundo
and Barry Windham. The
chanllengers started quickly.
Windham unleashed a furious
flurry of punches that turned
the much bigger Muhammed
into a whimpering baby. But.·
Elijah, in a }?it of illegal douhie teaming, restrained WinFollowing a short intermis- dham from tagging up with
sion in which s~veral the salivatU:ig Rotundo..
members of the audience
practiced moves on each
After several minutes of
other, the crowd settled in for these illegal tactics, Win- .
what was sure to be an dham reached down deep into

h~s

soul to muster the
strength to fly across the ring
and slap the hand of the eager
Rotundo, w-hose steady flow
of drool had turned their corner of the ring into a
quagmire. But Rotundo's
over-eagerness worked
ag8.inst him as Muhammed
picked him up in an airplane
spin. Rotundo's leg caught
the startled referee square in
the face, sending him down
and out of the ring. With the
referee out of commission the
Zambuie Express mercilessly
assaulted
the
young
challengers. Luckily a second
referee was summoned to the

scene just in time to save loss of blood made Bass weak,
Rotundo and Windham from but Mulligan became a
any permanent disabilities. wildman each time he wiped
The Express was disqualified, his face and saw his OWn
but kept the Tag Team title blood-stained hands. But
nonetheless; the tile can't even Blackjack Mulljganchange hands on a dis- couldn't survive too long o:p.
qualification.
adrenalin alone. A double
count-out ended the brutal
battle.
The sport of kings proved
that it was not a sport for the
weak-stomached on this
night. · The blood splattered
ring was the only testimony
needed to convict the sports
Stadium of assault with in-

All Brands Importers Inc .• New York. Sole U.S. lmporterC>.

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the _rest.
BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE.

YOU'V~ SPENT $4000

ON YOUR EDUCATION•••
••• NOW, HOW ABOUT SPENDING
ANOTHER $65 FORA CAREER??
(A Message to the Fall 83' Graduates)
~e want to help you make the tran-

sition from school to career. And, .we've
helped hundreds of graduates by g~ving
them the "competitive edge" they

need. Through personalized counceling
tecniques and resumes that work!!

For a limited time and only for UCF
graduates we've developed a special
package which includes:
•Care~" counceling ·(''Where should
I go from here?")
•Professional resume plus copies ·
•Job hunt methods/interviewing
methods seminar
THIS IS A $95 VALUE- FOR ONLY $65 !!!
Let your professional image be our professionctl concern by calling...

THE ABSOLUTE RESUME COMPANY!!!
678-7415

Jf'uture-October 28, 1983

Men's soccer
ready for.
Rollins Tars
..

For the second year in a
row, it seems the Biscayne
Bobcats may have put a
thorn into the sides of the
UCF Knights as they vie for
post-season soccer play for
the second straight year. The
Knights lost to Biscayne, 5-3,
in Miami to drop their record
to 9-2-2.
In order for UCF to rebound, they must defeat
Rollins College this Sunday
at St. Clair Field at 2 p.m. The
Tars defeated UCF, 2-0, in
overtime last. year in Winter
Park. A crowd of over 2,000 is
expected for the contest.
Forward Rony Francois
continues to pace the Knights
in scoring with goals this
season.

Wornen-trompage21
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BARBER/STYLING
~ILL&sUSIE

Serving you from 9

· · Mon. thru
8 till _3:30

(Closed

to

5:30
Fri. '
Sat.

on

Wednesd~y)

UNION PARK BARBER SHOP

COURSE

10217 E. COLONIAL DR.
UNION PARK FLA.
!2n:~a~o

LSAT
GRE

2

SAT

PIZZA'S
1

LOW PRICE.

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

273-5010

GMAT

Class Starts

Oct 27th
Nov
.
..9th
Nov 16th
l)ec 12th
.

.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
son Jose Exec. Center ..
We reWrcve the right to cancel any class for
· which there Is lnsufflcJent enroHment
Coll.for details
· Days, Evening. or. Weekends

The art final W!IS a 6-foot ~ainting.
·
Your friends helpeil · you pass with flying colors.

Returning to the squad this
season will be All-American's
Karen Harvey and Dorine
Van Tongeren. Van Tongeren ·
was the Lady Knight's top
scoring leader with a 16.5
point average. Dorine also
lead UCF in rebounds with a
7.8 average. Harvey will
again return to the _ point
guard position as floor leader.
Last season Harvey was the
Knight's assist leader with
83.
Joining Van Tongeren and
Harvey will be starters Suzy
Brase and Susan Patz. Brase,
a 5-5 junior guard, was thesecond highest scorer on the
squad last season with 11.6
point average. Patz, playing
as a freshman last year, look·
ed impressive with a 7.0 point
average and 3.6 rebound
average.
Depth will be provided by
returners Bev Knight and
Christine Strahl. Both Knight
and Strahl are in good positions to become possible
starters this season.
Newcomers to the squad include guards Laura Foley,
Nadine Johnson and Lori
Oldham. At forward the
Knights
have
added
newcomer Susan Radosovich.
Rochelle Lee will be the new
face at center.

Men---frompage21
Faison, a junior guard who
leads the Knights with a 17
point average, as well as
center Isaac McKinnon (6'8"),
forward Larry Gowin (forward, 6'4"), guard Dave
Mu :rraY. and center Bruce Pring le, a 6'9" senior.
Machock' s goal for the season
is a Division II national
championship.
Last year's star cent~r
forward Ronnie Thornton ·
won't be playing because of
academic ineligibility.
Practices, which are currently closed to the public, are
from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
UCF gym. The Knights open
their season on the road
against Valdosta State Nov.
21.

678-8400 .:

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta blended
surrealisticallY. with a cascade of vermilion,
· occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt
blue and what do you have? What else: "The
Birth of the Universe'.'
It's the painting that completed your
art final, and frankly, you couldn't
have done it by yourself.
Afterwards, it's time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. You
owe them at least a few
Lowenbraus, not to mention the
laundry bill.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
.c 1983 Beer Brewed in U.S.A. by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee, WI
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Daddy's Money:
A Townhome For You and
Tax Write Off For Dad
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE
.

.

A TOWNHOME COMMUNITY

Nicer than a dorm at less cost
•

i

.,

£ome See What
You Get:

..
..

'!
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92 Br. 2112 Bth. Townhome
•991 Square Feet
•Microwave
• Clothes Washer & Dryer

•

~

~

SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bat~, toilet and vanity.

-~ ·Refrigerator

•Oven
e Dishwasher
Drapes
.Over $5,000 first year
. write-off for Dad. Bring
him by for all the details.

University Blvd •

. 1m1.
Cambridge Circle

FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested furniture layout shows functio~l u.1tt of space and fl lustrates
workable traffic pattern. Fur:n1ture layouts an Desip Cowsultat"'s suggestions only. Other
tha11 specffiecf appliances, the units will not tw fW"ftistled.

·ucF

t

~
1
~

Call (305) 273-0990

SR50

Rentals- Jan .
lnvestment- John or Dave

Buy or Rent N~w '·
New Units Available lnimediately .~

'

.

.

,
.
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